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      CosmicDolphin's Guide To Avoiding Repetitiveness in Production Music Cues Cheat Sheet 4 Bar rule. Never repeat the same thing for more than 4 bars. Like ever. Even if you just add some new percussion let it evolve so it gives the end user ( an editor ) more options to use your music. Percussion Percussion Percussion. Clicks, Claps , Shakers, Cool Loops from sample Libraries are your friend and help to add movement . Sprinkle them liberally and use them to help provide sectional contrast and ear candy. They are very easy to either play/record or quickly drop in from a good sample provider. Cheating with transposition. This almost feels like cheating as it's so simple but if you have 8 bars all the same , pick a lead instrument and double it an octave above from bars 5-8. Blend this with the original and it will almost sound like a new part. Other times it can be good to transpose a part on octave below especially during sparser sections. Cheating with timing. Another simple but effective trick. Try moving your melody either backwards or forwards say a Qtr or 8th note, it can often make it feel like a new melody as it falls in different places relative to your chords now. Yet it also feels familiar at the same time Melody Cheat. Make you melody go twice as far by making it a call & response pattern using two instruments. Write the parts and Initially just use the “ Call “ by itself ..then use the “ Response “ by iteslf in the next section. In your final section bring both the call and response into the track together for maximum impact. The power of muting. Try muting a load of stuff once the track has gotten into it's stride. Let the track build to a crescendo then have some sort of impactful moment followed by a stripped down section. Then build it back up again. Double (Not) Trouble. If you have an instrument that's outlining the chords such as a piano try taking those same midi chords and either doubling or swapping out the instrument. I.E. Use something with an arpeggio pattern, or LFO on top or sometimes just swap it out. So you could have an electric piano outlining the chords for the first 8 bars and then from bar 9 use the same chords to trigger a high arpeggio synth or a pad with a rhythmic LFO ( try to avoid long static synth sounds as it's kinda dated now ..movement is key ) Transition Stunts. One thing that will add variety to your track and make it sound more professional is how it transition between sections. Don't just move from one section to the next without some sort of transitional element. This prepares the listener and tells them that something new is about to happen and can include drum fills – cymbal crashes - risers – downlifters – reversed sounds etc. Hitting The Reset Button Listeners can get fatigued if there is too much going on for too long without change. A good way to grab their attention again is breaking the track up using edit points and having a bigger contrast between sections. This 'resets' the listeners ears and by introducing fresh elements every 4 bars keep them interested as well as providing lots of options for the end user. Go Big or Go Home The final section of the track should be as big an impactful as possible and this is often the section that gets used for a placement. There are a number of tricks you can use to make it sound as big as possible. Doubling and transposing your melody parts on octave higher, sub-dividing the beat ( I .e introduce a 16th note part when all the listener has heard so far is 8th notes ) , adding claps or ride cymbals, adding shakers. End the ending A proper ending will help an editor to use your music by making it easy to get out of the scene and into the next one. It usually only takes 5 minutes more to do this, so instead of just landing on the home chord on the 1 of the final bar, use several of your track elements add a little flourish. There are many combinations but simple notes patterns such as a 1,2,3 or 1,2,3 & 4 type pattern using Kick – Bass & Lead can often work well. 
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